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QUESTION 1

A company that makes artisan chocolate is implementing Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

To safeguard the quality of its ingredients, the company limits recipe substitutions of its chocolates. 

Its top-selling chocolate bar must contain 20 percent sugar. The sugar can be Obtained from either cane or beet sugar
depending on supply at the time of production. 

The system must be able to automatically substitute the appropriate sugar items when generating production orders to
meet the quality level of sugar even when the preferred concentration of cane sugar is out of stock. 

You need to configure the system. 

Which three components must you configure? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Item model group 

B. Priority 

C. BOM lines 

D. Item allocation key 

E. Plan group 

F. Formula lines 

Correct Answer: ACF 

 

QUESTION 2

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure cost calculation groups. 

Which type of calculation groups should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Box 1: Costing version 

Note: You must set up cost calculation groups to ensure that indirect costs that originate in the manufacturing of finished
goods are recognized and absorbed into the product cost. 

User1 reports that the formula for the liquid cleaning solution sometimes changes during production. You must enforce
the policies regarding formula editing for current and future use. 

BOM calculations with standard costs must be restricted by costing version policies because the restrictions ensure
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standard costing principles. 

The primary purpose of a costing version is to contain cost records about items, cost categories, and calculation
formulas for indirect costs. 

A costing version can serve one or more purposes, depending on the data that the costing version contains. The
primary purpose of a costing version is to contain cost records about items, cost categories, and calculation formulas for
indirect 

costs. A costing version can contain a set of standard cost records or a set of planned cost records that are based on
the costing type that is assigned to the costing version. 

Box 2: Cost explosion 

User2 reports that costs for manufactured items are twice as high as expected. 

Standard costing principles require the enforcement of restrictions about the use of standard costs for purchased items,
a single level explosion mode, and the inclusion of miscellaneous charges in unit costs. In contrast, BOM calculations 

with planned costs do not have to follow standard costing principles. These BOM calculations can use different
explosion modes, alternative sources of cost data for purchased items, and optional enforcement of restrictions within
the costing 

version. 

Incorrect: 

*

 Costing sheet Setting up the costing sheet involves two objectives. As the first objective, you define the format for
displaying cost of goods sold information about a manufactured item or production order. The formatted display is
termed a costing sheet. As the second objective, you define the basis for calculating indirect costs. The costing sheet
setup builds on the cost group feature for displaying information and for the indirect cost calculation formulas. 

*

 By using the Stop explosion field, you indicate that a manufactured item should be treated as a purchased item for cost
roll-up purposes during BOM calculation. Typical scenarios include a purchased item that is occasionally manufactured
or a manufactured item that is now being purchased. The item is first designated as a manufactured item to define BOM
and route information, and to support production orders for the item. However, the Stop explosion flag prevents cost
calculations from using the item\\'s BOM and route. Instead, the BOM calculation uses the item\\'s specified costs. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/bom-calculation-groups
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/costing-versions
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/about-bom-calculations 

 

QUESTION 3

HOTSPOT 

A company implements Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. 

Production orders are generated for products directly from projects. You create the following production order: 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on the information presented
in the graphic. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 4

A beverage company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management batch processing for production. 

You need to identify the ingredient type used in batch processing when the base attribute of a product is added to a
formula line. 

What is the ingredient type? 

A. filler 

B. active 

C. compensating 

D. none 
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Correct Answer: B 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/batch-balancing 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

A company produces homeopathic lotions for pain relief and uses Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations. 

Several components used in the production of the pain-relieving lotion and oils have special government-mandated
reporting requirements. 

You need to ensure the company can provide the appropriate reporting and tracking for these components. 

Which parameters should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 

Reference: https://community.dynamics.com/365/supply-chain-management/b/axsupplychainmanagementandmanufact
uring/posts/managing-compliance-with-process-manufacturing-in-dynamics-ax2012 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-
us/dynamicsax-2012/appuser-itpro/set-up-product-compliance-parameters 

 

QUESTION 6

A client subcontracts production work to a vendor for production operations. 
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You need to model subcontracting of route operations in production orders. 

Solution: Ensure that subcontracting of route operations supports back-flush costing. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: 

There are two methods for modeling subcontracting work for production operations. These methods differ in the way
that the subcontracting process can be modeled, the way that semi-finished products are represented in the process,
and 

the way that cost control is managed. 

*

 Subcontracting of route operations in production orders or batch orders 

The service product must be a stocked product, and it must be part of the BOM. 

This method supports first in, first out (FIFO) or standard cost. 

Semi-finished products are represented by the service product in the process. 

Cost control allocates the costs that are associated with subcontracted work to the material costs. 

*

 Subcontracting of production flow activities in a lean production flow 

The service is a non-stocked service product, and it isn\\'t part of the BOM. 

This method uses purchase agreements as service agreements. 

This method uses backflush costing. 

This method allows for aggregated and asynchronous procurement. (Material flow is independent of the procurement
process.) 

Cost control allocates subcontracted work in its own cost breakdown block. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/manage-subcontract-work-
production 

 

QUESTION 7

A company makes lubricants and greases used in the automotive industry. The company plans to implement Dynamics
365 for Finance and Operations. The system must meet the following requirements: 
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Schedule the batch production of products. 

Plan for inventory fluctuations of ingredients that are used across different products. 

Schedule delivery of amounts of proprietary compounds used during production from vendors to keep production runs
on schedule and eliminating excess stock on hand or delayed production. 

The company is starting the initial setup of their Dynamics 365 environment. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 8
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A company produces and distributes seafood to supermarkets. During the manufacturing process, raw seafood is
purchased, cleaned, and packaged into various-sized boxes. Each box may have a different weight. 

Product is sold by the box and priced by the pound. 

You need to ensure that you can perform transactions at the box level and record the net weight of goods shipped to a
customer. 

Solution: Set up a unit sequence group on the item for both pounds and boxes, then set a standard unit conversion for
the product from box to pounds. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure the requirements for metal fabrication equipment maintenance. What must you configure? To
answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 10

A company manufactures automobile engines. 

You must create product configurations for values that are used in different types of engines. Each value is based on a
master valve design. Different gaskets and fittings are used to allow valves to work with different engines. 

You need to translate production plans into Dynamics 365 Finance and Operations elements. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 11

You manage pricing for a food processing company. The raw meat used by the business is a commodity-traded product
and has a changing purchase price. 

You must implement the commodity pricing module. You create a pricing template with margin data. 

You need to calculate the cost price for the manufactured goods as well as the sales price based on margin standards. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 12

You need to set up the state control for sales of motorcycles. 

Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Case Study Title (Case Study):General information 

A manufacturing company produces custom configured-to-order motorcycles. The company plans to implement
Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company contains one legal entity located in Missouri where all
production and warehousing operations occur. 

Customization options

The custom motorcycles have a variety of selections that can be selected in the listed order by the end customer,
including the following: 
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Customization restrictions 

The following restrictions on customizations are in place: 

*

 Green color can only be sold with the Legend Trim. 

*

 Orange color can be sold with the Sport or Legend Trim. 

*

 The ML seat must be included in the Legend package. 

*

 The MS seat must be included in the Sport package. 

Manufacturing facilities

The company includes the following manufacturing groups: Assembly and Plastic Molding. The Assembly group is
responsible for assembling the motorcycles with purchased and manufactured goods. The Plastic Molding group is
responsible for manufacture of all plastic parts used in the assembly area. 

Motorcycle manufacturing

The parts for the product assembly are picked from the warehouse and staged at the correct workstation by a
warehouse operator for each production order. 

Plastic manufacturing

Plastic parts are molded using dyes that create multiple parts at once. The parts are machined in the same production
process to remove excess plastic and add additional holes for assembly. Excess plastic is recycled back into the
feedstock of the same color plastic chips for use in the molding process. 

Metal Parts 

Raw metal parts are purchased fully machined but without primer or paint. The parts are subcontracted to a vendor for
primer and paint based upon the color requirements. 
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Facility

The company has a single warehouse that supports both the assembly and plastic manufacturing areas. The
warehouse consists of three aisles with 15 bins and three shelves. The facility has no Wi-Fi capacity but has hardwired
terminal 

stations throughout the assembly production line. 

Transactions are currently completed by office staff. Raw materials transfer must support capacity constraints for paint
and primer. 

Requirements

The company has a single warehouse that supports both the assembly and plastic manufacturing areas. The
warehouse consists of three aisles with 15 bins and three shelves. The facility has no Wi-Fi capacity but has hardwired
terminal 

stations throughout the assembly production line. 

Transactions are currently completed by office staff. Raw materials transfer must support capacity constraints for paint
and primer. 

Sales Order 

The company has the following requirements for sales orders: 

*

 During the configuration of a sales order, invalid combinations must be prevented. 

*

 Each configuration must create a unique bill of material (BOM) and Route based on options selected. 

*

 Sales pricing for the sales order must be based upon options selected. 

*

 Due to emissions regulations, the motorcycles cannot be sold to the state of California. 

Motorcycle manufacturing

The company has the following requirements for motorcycle manufacturing: 

*

 Schedule labor only at the labor pool level without machines by day 

*

 Produce motorcycles within a scheduled day in any order. 

*

 Record actual production labor with start/stop times. 
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*

 Record manager approval of labor entered prior to posting. 

*

 Post actual material consumption after production is finished. 

Plastic manufacture 

The company has the following requirements for motorcycle manufacturing: 

*

 Schedule both labor and machines. 

*

 Adjust schedules by using a Gantt chart. 

*

 Backflush standard labor by operation. 

*

 Post actual material consumption at the start of production. 

*

 Track and allocate costs to the excess plastic. 

*

 Report multiple molded part numbers during the same production run. 

*

 Determine the correct mold to use on a production order. 

*

 Generate a batch number for each production order. 

Metal Parts 

The company has the following requirements for metal parts manufacturing: 

*

 Schedule shipments to the vendor for painting. 

*

 Receive painted parts into inventory from the vendor. 

*
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 Track vendor inventory levels. 

Default You must configure defaults for manufacturing execution production orders to meet the followingrequirements:

*

 Ensure accuracy for production order pick list posting.

*

 Ensure correct pick list creation. 

Issues 

A. In the current system, the company cannot calculate overhead rates and determine the breakdown of material, labor,
machine, and overhead costs for production.

B. The company is manually calculating an 8% overhead on materials and posting a journal manually. 

A. Create an inclusive restricted product list for United States. Do not add the motorcycle part to the list. 

B. Create an inclusive restricted product list for United States and add the motorcycle part to the list. 

C. Create an exclusive restricted product list for California and add the motorcycle part to the list. 

D. Create an exclusive restricted product list for Missouri and add the motorcycle part to the list. 

Correct Answer: BC 

https://stoneridgesoftware.com/working-with-restricted-products-in-dynamics-365-operations/ 

 

QUESTION 13

A company that uses discreet manufacturing concepts to produce solar panels has a temporary change of glass
supplier. The substitute glass will only be used for three months. The company also uses Bill of materials (BOM) version
to track 

changes of the raw materials. 

Managers are manually adjusting the production picking lists to reflect the alternate glass that is being temporarily used.
The time spent doing manual adjustments to production picking lists has become a burden. 

You need to create a new BOM with the alternate glass and include a from and to date on the BOM version. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You are the production supervisor at a manufacturing company. You are in the process of configuring the production
control module and its parameters. 

A company plans to use manufacturing execution. Bill of materials (BOM) item consumption must be generated when
items are reported at the operation level. 

You need to configure the Manufacturing execution production order defaults form to allow for back flushing on
operations. 

How should you set up Automatic BOM consumption? To answer, drag the appropriate setting to the correct targets.
Each source may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or
scroll to 

view content. 
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NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/supply-chain/production-
control/production-parameters-manufacturing-execution 

 

QUESTION 15

DRAG DROP 

A manufacturing company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company operates three eight-hour
shifts per day, Monday through Friday. 

The company purchased equipment for a new process than cannot be performed with existing equipment. This
specialized equipment performs only this unique task. The machinery must always be monitored and controlled by a
worker. 

The machine must be added to the existing production line and be ready as soon as possible. Future planned
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production orders must not overload the running maximums of the new machine. 

You need to configure the system. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Step 1: Add the machine as a resource and set the Finite capacity checkbox to Yes. 

Future planned production orders must not overload the running maximums of the new machine. 

Finite capacity Set this option to Yes if the operations resource should be scheduled based on the actual capacity that is
available, and if existing capacity reservations should be considered. If this option is set to No, the operations resource 

is assumed to have infinite capacity, and the resource might therefore be overbooked. 

Step 2: Create a capability for the machine functions and assign it to the machine. 

Operations resources perform the activities of a project or a production process. They can be of different types, and can
have different capabilities. 

Step 3: Assign the machine resource to the route operation and approve the route version. 

A route defines the process for producing a product or product variant. It describes each step (operation) in the
production process and the order that these steps must be performed in. For each step, the route also defines the
required 

operations resources, the required setup time and run time, and how the cost should be calculated. 

Step 4: Assign a working time calendar to the resource 

A calendar can be assigned to an operations resource and describes the capacity (in hours) of that resource. The
working times of the operations resource are determined by the calendar that is assigned to the resource group that the 

operations resource is part of. 
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Incorrect: 

*

 Add the machine as a resource and set the Exclusive checkbox to Yes. 

Exclusive Set this option to Yes if you don\\'t want the operations resource to be available for another job or operation
until the current production is completed. In this case, the operations resource can\\'t be used even if there are gaps in
the 

resource\\'s run time. 

*

 Create a working time template 

Use a working time calendar instead. 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/operations-resources
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/production-control/routes-operations 
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